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2012-14 Freelance Graphic Designer

.

2015 Presentation at the 1st research seminar on 
photography and editorial design: From archive 
practices to photo-book in ESNE
Working the defective image as a basis for the creation 
of new visual stories 

2016 Exposition "Para gustos los colores"
Colective exposition of homemade fanzines in “El Diluvio 
Universal”, galery of art in Barcelona. 

Graphic designer in Catalonia Hotels (Wanup)2016-2018

Responsible of photographies (edition and selection) for 
wanup. Creator of the illustrations and graphic images for 
their online loyalty magazine. Design and layout of the 
Hotel Space. Web and editorial design. 

2013-14 Art Director in ConsultaClick

Freelance in Creads Spain2015

2016 Graphic designer in ACV Global
I was in charge of the online platform Look & Remember, 
besides several editorial projects for clients such as FCB, 
American School of Barcelona,   and Gallina Blanca, among 
others. Branding, editorial, viedeo editing, newsletters, 
banners, etc..

2015- 16 Graphic designer in Accenture Barcelona
In Accenture, helping the team for different kind of 
projects like the analysis of sales and the presentation of 
new ideas to our clients.

SKILLS

I consider myself a perfectionist, hardworking 
and skillful person, with a great capacity to 
absorb knowledge from any field.
I want to continue growing professionally and I 
look for that which helps me to achieve it.

Graphic design
Editorial design
Illustration
Art direction
Advertising
Motion Graphics
Photography
Photo retouching
Web design

Indesign
Illustrator
Photoshop
WordPress
Premiere Pro
After Effects
Sketch

Communication platform of e-health. Here
I worked as an art director, directing the campaigns
of advertising, designing web pages for our clients (like 
Teknon), or creating graphic imagesfor the social networks 
of the clients.

Creative director at Marta LazpitaActually

Working as freelance.



STUDIES 

Bachelor in Graphic and Multimedia Design2011-15

Waterford Institute of Technology
The second half of the third year of my career I studied
at this university, in Ireland, where I did a double degree
of graphic design and a Bachelor in Arts and communications.

2013-14

Domêstika
Online course of motion graphics and processing.

2015

Postgraduate in illustration applied to design
Postgraduate course to develop my own visual language. 
To find another way of conceiving images,
empathizing in a more direct way with the consumer.

2015-2016

Postgraduate in Motion graphics and 3D
Development of the ability to create graphic proposals
with the audiovisual media, as credit titles,
television screens, advertising images and media
audiovisuals for exhibitions, as well as to generate
and implement 3D graphic resources in these projects.

2016-2017

AWARDS

Best website in E-health category. With Consultaclick
Link: https://fpcm.es/consultaclick-mejor-website-del-ano-2015/
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LANGUAGES

English: Professional media competence

Spanish: Bilingual

HCJ _English course in Hastings
Nacel _English course in Toronto
Nacel _English course in San Diego

Knowing that the graphic designer is the professional
in charge of the graphic, audiovisual and interactive 
communication that manages to bring innovative 
solutions to your team, I wanted to take this grade to work 
as a team with other professionals such as programmers, 
directors of cinema, publicists, artists, etc. with whom to 
collaborate in different projects so we ended being 
responsible for all the visual information that surrounded 
me.MARTA LAZPITA


